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1. Select one of the below Image Link Buttons at Bottom of Page: 
(Terrific Tots 2012) for just 2012 Portraits or (View Terrific Tots 07-08-09-10-11) for all years. 

2. Click on the Date Icon Image for 2012 or Year Icon Image for the View All Years, then date. This will take 
to the thumbnails album for that date. These thumbnail album pages can be one page per "Date" up to several 
pages per date.
Some of the Date Icons have more than one day. A couple of days are split in 2 or 3 March 16 The first Tots of 
the day are at the end if the 15th and last of the day are at the start of the 17th Each of the "Date" set of 
thumbnails have a list of names of Tots in that set of thumbnail 
pages in the dark gray header bar just above the thumbnails . 

3. Just above on right side of the thumbnails are page nav links next - last, if you 
select next, to page 2 will have first - previous on the top left and next - last
on the right (if there is a 3rd page). Scroll to the bottom of page there will be on the left
first - previous and next - last on the bottom right. Remember this scenario as
it applies to thumbnail pages it also applies to full sized images to one image at a 
time instead of by page.

4. If ordering a package select the portrait image you would like to be the main image for your package, then 
select the other images for the package with the no
additional cost selection in the PRINTS list. For ordering just PRINTS select any image you want to buy in any 
order one at a time. 

5. After you have found your "Tot" in the thumbnails just click on the thumbnail
image to see it enlarged. Use the above "next - last" to view the larger versions
one at a time. When you have found the ones you would like to purchase select 
the "Basket Add Item" at the top of the left column, or from the thumbnails
pages you can use the "item actions" menu under the thumbnail and select the
"Basket Add Item" to access Wonderland Online Store. 

6. Once in the Wonderland Online Store select your "Print" or "Package" you would like from their drop down 
menu, then click "Add to Cart". If you want to add more
prints of packages from the same image click on the image in the cart and add your other prints or packages. Or 
to add other images to cart click on the "Return to Gallery" link in the middle bottom of cart.

7. Upon using "Return to Gallery" link Don't use your browsers back button, all it 
will do is take you back to the store. Use the menu just below the
Wonderland Studio Logo header... 
Gallery Homepage - Sandpoint Terrific Tots All Years - Sandpoint Tot's 2012 - Sandpoint Tot's March ** - 
IMG_****
The text in White is where you are, the text in Blue are the steps to go backward.

8. After filling you cart with the prints and packages of your favorite portraits of your Tot, choose the checkout 
or checkout with PayPal option. and follow the
instructions. Enjoy viewing and shopping Wonderland Studio Online Store.
THANK YOU Bob & Mariann Gregson any questions just call or email


